
SNAPSHOT TYPES COPY-ON-WRITE ARRAY

Copy-on-write (CoW or COW), sometimes referred to as implicit sharing or shadowing, is a In the Qt framework, many
types are copy-on-write ("implicitly shared" in Qt's terms). CoW may also be used as the underlying mechanism for
snapshots, such as those provided by logical volume management, file systems such.

Each snapshot contains metadata describing the data blocks that have changed since the snapshot was first
created. The deleted snapshot's data must be copied and made consistent back on the original volume. Nimble
Storage snapshots are stored compressed alongside the primary data on high-capacity disk drives. This content
is part of the series:Understanding and exploiting snapshot technology for data protection, Part 1 Stay tuned
for additional content in this series. Copy-on-write with background copy IBM FlashCopy Some vendors offer
an implementation where a full copy of the snapshot data is created using copy-on-write and a background
process that copies data from original location to snapshot storage space. This process creates a mirror of the
original data and is considered a hybrid between copy-on-write and cloning. If the reference counter turns 0,
then by definition only 1 thread was holding a reference so the resource can safely be de-allocated from
memory, again without the use of performance-expensive locking mechanisms. These layers are always
present. Copy-on-write snapshots store metadata about the location of the original data without copying it
when the snapshot is created. Creation of more storage snapshots complicates original data access along with
the snapshot data. CDP effectively creates an electronic journal of complete storage snapshots. Like COW,
only the metadata is copied when a snapshot is taken. With over 28 years of marketing, sales and business
experience in infrastructure, storage, server, software, and virtualization, he's considered one of the industry's
leading experts. This means that array-based snapshots may contain many VMs, making it difficult to build
schedules around protecting individual virtual machines. With redirect-on-write, the original copy contains the
point-in-time snapshot data, and it's the changed data that ends up residing on the snapshot storage. Snapshots
fall into three types: Changed-block snapshots. VMware administrators take multiple snapshots of a VM,
creating multiple, point-in-time restore points. This article originally appeared in Storage magazine. The
number of supported snapshots varies by platform, with some suppliers providing support for thousands of
snapshots per system. A snapshot is a point-in-time copy of data that represents an image of a volume or a
LUN logical unit number that can be used as a backup and for data recovery. Continuous data protection is an
excellent form of data protection for email, databases and applications that are based on databases. Figure 1.
The disadvantage of using hypervisor-based snapshots is in the overhead of writing to separate VMDK files
and integrating those updates back when the snapshot is deleted. ROW redirection of new writes reduces the
number of writes from two to one. If something happens to the protected entity, then the snapshot will be
useless.


